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EDITORS

Tina Søreide is a postdoctoral researcher in law and economics at the Faculty of Law, University of Bergen, on leave from the Chr. Michelsen Institute. From 2008 to 2010, she worked for the World Bank, Washington DC, on their Governance and Anti-Corruption agenda. She teaches political economy for the Department of Economics, University of Bergen, and the economics of corruption for the International Anti-Corruption Academy. She holds a PhD in economics from the Norwegian School of Economics and Business Administration and a master’s from the Department of Economics, University of Bergen. Her current research addresses challenges in criminal law. The main themes of her publications are political economy, corruption, industrial organization and governance. Recent titles include the International Handbook on the Economics of Corruption Volume 2 (Edward Elgar, 2013), co-edited with Susan Rose-Ackerman.

Aled Williams is a political scientist with interests in aid and development, corruption, governance and natural resource management. He is Senior Advisor for the U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre at the Chr. Michelsen Institute, where he coordinates research and training portfolios on corruption in natural resource management and in forest- and climate-related aid. He has previously served as a policy researcher for the anti-graft NGO Transparency International based in Berlin, where he developed the organization’s first working and policy paper series. He has consulted for the British, Norwegian and German governmental aid agencies on anti-corruption and development issues.

AUTHORS

Inge Amundsen is a political scientist and Senior Researcher at the Chr. Michelsen Institute focusing on democratic institutionalization, parliaments, political parties, political corruption and natural resources (petroleum resource management and revenue management). His main study area is francophone West Africa, Ghana, Angola, Tanzania, Nigeria and
Bangladesh. Amundsen was Research Director at CMI from 2000–03 and Director of the U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre from 2002–06. He has also coordinated three CMI institutional cooperation programmes. Amundsen teaches extensively on corruption prevention and good governance in the petroleum sector.

**Jens Chr. Andvig** is an economist and Research Professor at the Norwegian Institute of International Affairs. His main research interests are in the interactions between formal institutions and family life. He has published on corruption and child labour including child soldiering. Outside of this he has contributed to the history of macroeconomics.

**Tiberius Barasa** is a lecturer at Maseno University, Nairobi, Kenya. He has previously been affiliated with the Institute of Policy Analysis and Research and with Moi University, Kenya.

**Germà Bel** is Professor of Economics at the Universitat de Barcelona. His main interest is the interaction between governments and markets, and his research focuses on the economics and politics of public sector reform. He has paid special attention to infrastructure economics and policy, and to local public services. His last two books are *Infrastructure and the Political Economy of National Building in Spain (1720/2010)* (Sussex Academic Press, 2012), and *The Economics and Politics of High-Speed Rail: Lessons from Experiences Abroad* (Lexington Books, 2012, with Daniel Albalate).

**Blessings Chinsinga** is based at Chancellor College, University of Malawi, as an associate professor at the Department of Political and Administrative Studies and Deputy Director at the Centre for Social Research (CSR). His main research interests include the political economy of development, public policy analysis and institutions and development.

**Lucy Corkin** completed her PhD at SOAS, University of London, on Chinese public infrastructure financing in Angola, which was published as *Uncovering African Agency: Angola’s management of China’s credit lines* by Ashgate in February 2013. Since 2006, Lucy has participated in research on China’s relations with African countries, particularly in the construction and finance sector. She writes extensively and provides commentary to local and international media on this subject. Lucy speaks English, Portuguese, French, Afrikaans and Mandarin Chinese. She currently works at Rand Merchant Bank, a South African investment bank.
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Antonio Estache has a PhD in economics from the Université Libre de Bruxelles. Until the end of 2007 he was Chief Economist of the Sustainable Development Network of the World Bank where he worked for 25 years. He joined the European Centre for Advanced Research in Economics and Statistics full-time as the beneficiary of the Bernard Van Ommeslaghe Chair on 1 January 2008. He is also associated with the Centre for Economic Policy Research in London. He currently teaches public economics, regulatory economics, development economics and environmental economics.

Renaud Foucart is a postdoctoral research fellow at Nuffield College and the Department of Economics at the University of Oxford. He received his PhD from the European Centre for Advanced Research in Economics and Statistics (Université Libre de Bruxelles). His research interests are in applied microeconomic theory, with strong connections to public economics.

Siri Gloppen is Professor of Comparative Politics at the University of Bergen, Senior Researcher at CMI and Research Coordinator of PluriCourts, Faculty of Law, University of Oslo. With a research focus in the intersection between law and politics her work spans legal mobilization and the role of courts in social transformation, democratization and institutionalization of accountability structures, constitution-making, election processes, human rights, transitional justice and reconciliation. Her main empirical focus is Southern and Eastern Africa.

Svein-Erik Helle is currently a PhD student at the Department of Comparative Politics at the University of Bergen, Norway, where he also completed his master thesis on political funding in Uganda and Angola. He has previously worked as a research assistant at the Chr. Michelsen Institute on projects related to elections and democratization in sub-Saharan Africa. In his PhD project he focuses on access to money, media and the state in electoral authoritarian regimes in sub-Saharan Africa in the post-Cold War era.

Karen Hussmann is a public policy expert with 17 years’ experience in anti-corruption, accountability and governance fields. She is an external advisor to the U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre hosted by the Chr. Michelsen Institute, and works as an independent consultant on anti-corruption policy-making at national and sector level. She is currently based in Colombia and holds an MA in public policies and management from the University of Chile. Her publications focus on how to address corruption in different contexts and are written for the OECD, Norad, DFID, UNDP and Transparency International, among others.
Eirik G. Jansen has had a long and varied career in aid and development. He holds a PhD in social anthropology and, since the 1970s, has written extensively on the Lake Victoria fisheries and Bangladesh. He has worked at the Norwegian embassies in Dhaka (1987–90) and Dar es Salaam (2003–07) and published several articles on aid and corruption in Bangladesh during the 1980s and 1990s. He has worked on evaluating development programmes in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Norad in Oslo for more than 8 years.

Philippe Le Billon is Professor at the University of British Columbia with the Department of Geography and the Liu Institute for Global Issues. Working on linkages between environment, development and security, he has published widely on natural resources and armed conflicts, the political economy of war, resource governance and corruption. His two latest books are Wars of Plunder: Conflicts, Profits and the Politics of Resources (Columbia University Press, 2012) and Oil (Polity Press, 2012, with Gavin Bridge).

Ida Lindkvist is an advisor at Norad’s evaluation department and is working within areas of health and education using impact evaluation as an evaluation methodology. She holds a PhD in economics from the University of Bergen, and has previously worked as a researcher at the Chr. Michelsen Institute, where she conducted research on health-care quality and informal payments in Tanzania.

Jean-François Marteau is a Transport Specialist at the World Bank. He has co-authored a book on the costs of being landlocked, and has managed projects including port and customs reforms components in Africa, Europe and Central Asia. He is now coordinating infrastructure projects and technical assistance for the World Bank in Eastern Europe and the Baltic Countries.

Muriel Poisson is Programme Specialist at the International Institute for Educational Planning (IIIEP-UNESCO). Since 2002, she has been the task manager of the Institute’s project ‘Ethics and corruption in education’. She is responsible for research and training activities in this area, including on subjects such as academic fraud, teacher codes of conduct and public expenditure tracking surveys. Prior to working with IIIEP-UNESCO, she conducted research on non-formal education in Asia. She has worked on recommendations for curriculum reform for the International Bureau of Education in Geneva, and participated in UNESCO’s follow-up to the Dakar World Conference on Education for All. She has co-authored a number of articles and books, including: Corrupt Schools, Corrupt Universities: What Can be Done (UNESCO, 2007).
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Gaël Raballand is a Senior Public Sector Specialist at the World Bank. He holds a PhD in economics and has co-authored three World Bank books on transport in Africa, including one on cargo dwell time. He has also been involved in customs reforms and co-authored a book on the costs of being landlocked. He is now working on public spending efficiency, public investment management, governance and aid-effectiveness issues.

Lise Rakner is a political scientist focusing on the issues of democratization and human rights, economic reform, taxation, institutional change and international aid, with a particular emphasis on Southern and Eastern Africa. Her current research interests concern electoral administration and party developments in sub-Saharan Africa and more generally the relationship between the political and economic processes of reform, accountability and the development of political institutions. Rakner is Professor of Comparative Politics at the University of Bergen.

Juan Carlos Rivillas is National Coordinator of Health Observatories at the Ministry of Health and Social Protection in Colombia. His main interests are health economics, health policy analysis and health system research. He holds an MSc in health economics and policy from the University of Turin, and has worked as Junior Researcher to the Italian Epidemiology Service exploring the role of socio-economic conditions in health outcomes. He has recently received several grants from the Erasmus Medical Center and the Colombian Agency for Junior Research.

Ingvild Aagedal Skage is a PhD student at the Department of Comparative Politics at the University of Bergen, Norway, where she also received her MA. At the Chr. Michelsen Institute, Skage was part of a Norad-commissioned study on the uses and abuses of per diems in Ethiopia, Malawi and Tanzania in connection with workshops and seminars. Other research interests include democracy movements, political mobilization, party politics and urbanization in sub-Saharan Africa.

Arne Strand is a political scientist focusing on peace, conflict and aid, with a particular emphasis on Afghanistan. He holds a PhD in post-war recovery studies. His present research focuses on aid coordination, forced migration and reintegration, peace-building and security sector reform, and humanitarian and development assistance. He has extensive management experience from NGOs and research institutes, and has also been involved in developing management and professional capacities of Afghan NGOs and peacebuilding organizations. He is currently Deputy Director of the Chr. Michelsen Institute.
Arne Tostensen is a Senior Researcher at the Chr. Michelsen Institute and a sociologist currently focusing on governance and human rights research. Tostensen’s professional profile and research interests include labour migration (Kenya), regional integration in Eastern and Southern Africa, poverty and institutional analysis, research policy, the research–policy nexus, governance and democratization, human rights, development assistance and urbanization (Africa). Tostensen has more than 30 years of experience in research and consultancy work, principally in Eastern and Southern Africa, and has acted as team leader internationally, including for European aid agencies and the UN. Between 1988 and 1994 he served as the Chr. Michelsen Institute’s director.

Jill Wells is a social scientist with a significant record of research and publications on economic and social issues related to construction. She has had a long career that has straddled work in academia, government, international agencies, the private sector and civil society, but has seldom deviated far from study of the interface between construction and development. She is currently employed by Engineers Against Poverty and has played a key role in the Construction Sector Transparency (CoST) pilot project.

Liam Wren-Lewis is a Research Fellow at the Paris School of Economics, with research interests that include land rights and corruption. He previously worked as an Economist in the Ministry of Economic Planning and Development in Malawi. He completed his PhD at the University of Oxford, and has worked as a consultant to the World Bank and the Institute for Fiscal Studies.